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Why did Why did youyou take this Workshop?take this Workshop?

Common themes:Common themes:
To understand more about CIA as a branch To understand more about CIA as a branch 
of SIAof SIA
Learn about incorporating diverse values Learn about incorporating diverse values 
and consultation strategiesand consultation strategies
Learn some methods (esp. participatory) for Learn some methods (esp. participatory) for 
conducting CIAconducting CIA
Determine when/how much CIA is requiredDetermine when/how much CIA is required
Identify common cultural impactsIdentify common cultural impacts
Learn about identifying and mitigating Learn about identifying and mitigating 
““intangibleintangible”” cultural impactscultural impacts
Learn about cultural landscape assessment Learn about cultural landscape assessment 



Why did Why did youyou take this take this 
Workshop, cont.Workshop, cont.

Learn a broader definition of cultureLearn a broader definition of culture
Learn about Learn about ““best practicesbest practices”” in CIAin CIA
Learn about whether CIA is only for Learn about whether CIA is only for 
aboriginal peopleaboriginal people
Identify the Identify the ““cultureculture”” behind CIAbehind CIA
Learn about methods of cultural risk Learn about methods of cultural risk 
assessment and risk communicationassessment and risk communication



““Communities have a Communities have a different way of thinkingdifferent way of thinking about about 
resources, about what matters to them, and about they resources, about what matters to them, and about they 
expect from a development process.  It is important to expect from a development process.  It is important to 
learn how to learn how to ‘‘understandunderstand’’ the different points of views of the different points of views of 
communities and incorporate them into what is considered communities and incorporate them into what is considered 
a mostly a mostly technical documenttechnical document.  Technical processes and .  Technical processes and 
documents tend to documents tend to dismiss perceptions or ideasdismiss perceptions or ideas which which 
come from noncome from non--scientists.  However, since scientists.  However, since communities communities 
are the ones which will have to live most directly with are the ones which will have to live most directly with 
the costs/benefits or projectsthe costs/benefits or projects, incorporating their ideas , incorporating their ideas 
into an EIA is necessary in order for any into an EIA is necessary in order for any development development 
process to be truly sustainable.process to be truly sustainable.””

-- one participantone participant



Our Objectives Our Objectives 
for the Dayfor the Day

•Expand notions of what culture is and what 
cultural impact assessment should consider
•Dissolve false boundaries between CIA, SIA, etc.
•Provide some case studies and tools that will 
assist you in conducting the Six Steps of CIA
•Attempt to deal with some major hurdles to the 
conduct of good CIA
•Promote a vision of CIA as a context responsive 
planning tool rather than “tick the box”



Workshop AgendaWorkshop Agenda

1.Introduction to Cultural Impact Assessment

2.Steps 1 and 2: Scoping and Baseline Data 
Collection

3.Steps 3 and 4: Impact Prediction and 
Significance Determination

4.Steps 5 and 6: Finding and Implementing 
Appropriate Responses

5.Summary: Overcoming Hurdles



Section 1: Introduction Section 1: Introduction 
to Cultural Impact to Cultural Impact 
AssessmentAssessment

Goals:Goals:
1.1. Defining cultureDefining culture
2.2. Defining Cultural Impact AssessmentDefining Cultural Impact Assessment
3.3. Identifying hurdles to good Cultural Identifying hurdles to good Cultural 

Impact Assessment Impact Assessment 



What are key elementsWhat are key elements
of culture?of culture?

You identifiedYou identified……
Obligations (responsibilities)Obligations (responsibilities)
Cultural transmission (renewal)Cultural transmission (renewal)
Land ownership structuresLand ownership structures
Sense of common identity in values, beliefs, ancestrySense of common identity in values, beliefs, ancestry
Relations to the land and environmentRelations to the land and environment
–– Spiritual baseSpiritual base
–– Aboriginal people often inseparable from Aboriginal people often inseparable from ““landland””

Organizational structuresOrganizational structures
Oral, visual and written communication forms Oral, visual and written communication forms 
(stories, language, art)(stories, language, art)



Culture conceptsCulture concepts……

Culture is DYNAMIC and SHIFTING Culture is DYNAMIC and SHIFTING 
Culture is on the inside and outside, Culture is on the inside and outside, 
connected to placeconnected to place
Taking care of place is only part of the Taking care of place is only part of the 
picturepicture
Domains Domains …… of cultureof culture



Cultural Domains: Cultural Domains: 
examples examples 

Mine sites are often run as “culture free” zones where indigenous workers are 
asked to “leave their kimonos at home”, to assimilate into the settler-derived 
industrial culture. This can have damaging effects on the recipient, at this domain 
and in others (family, community, on the land).



In relationships: time and In relationships: time and 
place place 

e.g., Changes occur in culture because of time away from critical 
relationships, and relocation to new places



What is CIA?What is CIA?
“A cultural impact 
assessment is a study 
documenting cultural values, 
interests and associations 
with an area or a resource, 
and the potential impacts of 
a proposed activity on 
these.”

NOT ENOUGH!

A cultural impact 
assessment also needs to 
consider intangible elements 
of culture that should be 
protected
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Why do Cultural Impact Why do Cultural Impact 
Assessment?Assessment?
1.1. The law requires it The law requires it 

-- sometimessometimes
2.2. The people The people 

demand it demand it –– almost almost 
alwaysalways

3.3. The outcomes are The outcomes are 
important important –– futures futures 
depend on itdepend on it



Mackenzie Valley Mackenzie Valley 
Aboriginal Aboriginal 
SocioSocio--cultural Realitiescultural Realities

50% aboriginal population & growing50% aboriginal population & growing
Aboriginal population characteristicsAboriginal population characteristics
–– YoungYoung
–– Less formal education and lower employment rates Less formal education and lower employment rates 

than nonthan non--aboriginals (but rising)aboriginals (but rising)
–– Declining reliance on traditional harvesting (but still Declining reliance on traditional harvesting (but still 

important economically and culturally)important economically and culturally)
–– Declining traditional language useDeclining traditional language use
–– Vast majority of small community residentsVast majority of small community residents
–– Rapidly growing industrial sector in oil/gas and miningRapidly growing industrial sector in oil/gas and mining





Impact Assessment Impact Assessment 
GuidelinesGuidelines



The determinants of The determinants of 
healthhealth

Healthy child
development

Education

Physical environments

Employment and 
working conditions

Social support 
networks

Income and 
social status

Personal health practices
and coping skills

Biology and 
genetic endowment

Health services

DETERMINANTS 
OF HEALTH

Gender

Culture

Social environments

Image courtesy of

Health Canada



What is the goal of CIA?What is the goal of CIA?

““We will measure our success We will measure our success 
not by how much land wenot by how much land we’’ve ve 
got, but by the health of our got, but by the health of our 
people. If the state of our people. If the state of our 
people is an indication of our people is an indication of our 
success and if nothing changes success and if nothing changes 
in our communities, then wein our communities, then we’’ve ve 
failed.failed.””

--SatsanSatsan (Herb George)(Herb George)



What Cultural Impacts are What Cultural Impacts are 
YOU Most Concerned about?YOU Most Concerned about?

You identified:You identified:
Visual impacts redefining the way a place/landscape is Visual impacts redefining the way a place/landscape is ““seenseen”” in culturein culture
Physical and spiritual damage of sitesPhysical and spiritual damage of sites
Loss of value of what places on the land can teach us about lifeLoss of value of what places on the land can teach us about life –– loss of loss of 
meaningmeaning
How How ““culture freeculture free”” working conditions can erode cultural values or lead to working conditions can erode cultural values or lead to 
alienationalienation
Alteration in social structures leading to cultural loss (e.g., Alteration in social structures leading to cultural loss (e.g., interinter--
generational culture transmission)generational culture transmission)
InIn--migration altering cultural norms and values or creating negativmigration altering cultural norms and values or creating negative social e social 
issues issues 
Health impact Health impact outcomesoutcomes
Altered educational systems (settlerAltered educational systems (settler--derived)derived)
Changing political structures, power relations and trust (e.g., Changing political structures, power relations and trust (e.g., elders vs. elders vs. 
politicians/businesspeople as leaders)politicians/businesspeople as leaders)
Loss of sense of control over oneLoss of sense of control over one’’s own fate s own fate –– selfself--determinationdetermination
Spiritual/religious change; whether through inSpiritual/religious change; whether through in--roads from outside or from roads from outside or from 
loss of faith in traditionsloss of faith in traditions
Loss of language to the point of extinctionLoss of language to the point of extinction



Breaking down cultural Breaking down cultural 
impactsimpacts

Cultural 
Impacts

Sense of 
community

Traditional 
economy

Inter-
generational 

Relations

Heritage 
Resources

Human-
Environment

Relations

Traditional 
Cultural 
Practices



Example: Some cultural impacts Example: Some cultural impacts 
of Argyle diamond mineof Argyle diamond mine

Trauma (ongoing) from loss of or damage to highly Trauma (ongoing) from loss of or damage to highly 
significant sites. significant sites. 

Regional implications Regional implications –– sites are part of dreaming  sites are part of dreaming  
tracks, implications for wider social relationships.tracks, implications for wider social relationships.

Women held responsible Women held responsible –– impact on gender impact on gender 
relations, on womenrelations, on women’’s cultural roles (not entirely s cultural roles (not entirely 
negative in longer term, indicating complexity). negative in longer term, indicating complexity). 

Profound implications for key cultural exchange Profound implications for key cultural exchange 
system, system, wunanwunan or or wirnanwirnan. Inability of Aboriginal . Inability of Aboriginal 
owners to secure a share of wealth from Argyle and owners to secure a share of wealth from Argyle and 
share them with neighbours  undermined share them with neighbours  undermined ‘‘cultural cultural 
cohesioncohesion’’, disrupting ceremonial cycles. Highlights links , disrupting ceremonial cycles. Highlights links 
between different between different ‘‘impactsimpacts’’ (economic, cultural).(economic, cultural).



11/10/200811/10/2008

TK, TUS and Cultural ImpactsTK, TUS and Cultural Impacts
Traditional knowledge and Traditional Traditional knowledge and Traditional 
Use Studies are valuable but limited Use Studies are valuable but limited 
forms of cultural impact assessment. forms of cultural impact assessment. 

Impacts Impacts 
may may 
involve involve 
both both 
tangible tangible 
places or places or 
resources resources 
and and 
intangible intangible 
knowledgeknowledge

Intangible and 
Tangible Cultural 
Heritage

TK

TUS

Candler 
(2008)



Cultural Impact Cultural Impact 
Assessment ApproachesAssessment Approaches
Traditional Use StudiesTraditional Use Studies
Traditional Ecological Knowledge StudiesTraditional Ecological Knowledge Studies
Place Names ResearchPlace Names Research
Cultural Landscape researchCultural Landscape research
Archaeological studiesArchaeological studies
Cultural assessment overviewCultural assessment overview
Cultural Protection plansCultural Protection plans
Land use planningLand use planning
Cultural Assessment OverviewCultural Assessment Overview
Community wellness surveysCommunity wellness surveys
Comparison to thresholds of manageable changeComparison to thresholds of manageable change



Beyond the Biophysical: Beyond the Biophysical: 
Elements of CIAElements of CIA

Heritage 
Resources

Cultural 
Landscapes

+

+

+

Impacts on 
Key VCs

Cultural 
Maintenance



Cultural impact isCultural impact is……

Any positive or negative impact on: Any positive or negative impact on: 
–– TangibleTangible resources (property and sites resources (property and sites 

with archaeological (prehistoric), with archaeological (prehistoric), 
paleontological, historical, cultural, paleontological, historical, cultural, 
artistic, religious valuesartistic, religious values

–– IntangibleIntangible resources (cultural resources, resources (cultural resources, 
knowledge, innovations, practices of knowledge, innovations, practices of 
indigenous peoples, relationships) indigenous peoples, relationships) 

Adapted from Guidance Note 8 on Cultural Adapted from Guidance Note 8 on Cultural 
Heritage, IFC Heritage, IFC 
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––Tangible resources, Tangible resources, 
looking at past and looking at past and 
present physical present physical 
relationships to the landrelationships to the land

––Cultural geographers; Cultural geographers; 
heritage experts (e.g., heritage experts (e.g., 
Middle Bronze Age Middle Bronze Age 
pottery expert)pottery expert)

––Community consultationCommunity consultation
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Cultural LandscapesCultural Landscapes

–– landscapes that are lived inlandscapes that are lived in
–– how people and places affect how people and places affect 
each other each other 
–– can be seen through activities can be seen through activities 
that leave a mark (e.g., culture that leave a mark (e.g., culture 
heroes)heroes)
–– give cultural meaning to natural give cultural meaning to natural 
landscapes (e.g., spirit quests) landscapes (e.g., spirit quests) 



Cultural Cultural 
LandscapeLandscape

……are areas not are areas not 
points on a mappoints on a map



Tangible vs. intangibleTangible vs. intangible

““We donWe don’’t want our cultural identity treated t want our cultural identity treated 
like points on a map that can be simply like points on a map that can be simply 
managed and mitigated or made less managed and mitigated or made less 
important. Those places, the cultural important. Those places, the cultural 
representations, the landscape and the representations, the landscape and the 
information those places contain are not information those places contain are not 
just archaeological sites. Theyjust archaeological sites. They’’re part of our re part of our 
social, spiritual and cultural identitysocial, spiritual and cultural identity…… Those Those 
places out there are how we communicate places out there are how we communicate 
who we are andwho we are and…… pass on our culture to our pass on our culture to our 
childrenchildren””

–– Chief Darrell Beaulieu, Chief Darrell Beaulieu, YellowknivesYellowknives DeneDene
First Nation, November 26, 2003First Nation, November 26, 2003



Cultural Maintenance, not as a reminder of an 
antiquated way of life, but rather as a living 
system that guides a group’s existence, 
requires:

•Protection of language

•Respect for Traditional Knowledge and elders

•Passing on of worldview and education style

•Protection of heritage resources

•Access to land

•Respect for traditional laws and cosmology

What do 
communities 
seek from 
Cultural 
Impact 
Assessment?
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Story of Story of NNööhthtàà AnalysisAnalysis
As he chanted this song, he As he chanted this song, he 
began to dance. The song began to dance. The song NNööhthtàà
came up with lasted until the tea came up with lasted until the tea 
dance ended. He had been dance ended. He had been 
traveling from a great distance traveling from a great distance 
and so, he was very tired and and so, he was very tired and 
very sleepy too. After introducing very sleepy too. After introducing 
a song for the people, he decided a song for the people, he decided 
to sit down. While the people to sit down. While the people 
danced, he sat down behind danced, he sat down behind 
them. As he was sitting down, he them. As he was sitting down, he 
fell asleep. As he drifted into a fell asleep. As he drifted into a 
deep sleep, the people danced deep sleep, the people danced 
and they danced on his feet and and they danced on his feet and 
thatthat’’s why his feet became flat. s why his feet became flat. 
So that was how So that was how NNööhthtàà came up came up 
with this song and thatwith this song and that’’s what the s what the 
old timers say. old timers say. 

Values elicitation 

Leadership qualities

Relationship to animals 
and land

Importance of elder’s 
knowledge

THEMESEVIDENCE
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Approaches  Approaches  

Linguistics Linguistics 
–– Language patterns, language Language patterns, language 

Kinship and gender roles Kinship and gender roles 
–– Gender based knowledge, property transfer Gender based knowledge, property transfer 

and inheritanceand inheritance

Cultural capitalCultural capital
–– The training (through language acquisition, The training (through language acquisition, 

transmission, values and transmission, values and behavioursbehaviours)  )  
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Impact Assessment Impact Assessment 
RealmsRealms

Economic
Impacts

Cultural 
Impacts

Impacts on
Water

Impacts on
Land &Air

Impacts on
Wildlife

Health 
Impacts

Social 
Impacts

EIA

Socio-
Economic 
Impact 
Realms

Past EIA 
Priorities = 
Biophysical



What Type of Impact What Type of Impact 
Is It?Is It?

A)A) Perceived increase in contamination Perceived increase in contamination 
of a bush/country food source, linked of a bush/country food source, linked 
to increased industrial development to increased industrial development 
and access. This can lead toand access. This can lead to……

1.1. Biophysical impactsBiophysical impacts
2.2. Social impactsSocial impacts
3.3. Economic impactsEconomic impacts
4.4. Cultural impactsCultural impacts

The answer could be 
“All four”!



Types of ImpactsTypes of Impacts

DirectDirect
IndirectIndirect
CumulativeCumulative

AbsoluteAbsolute
RelativeRelative
PerceivedPerceived

Causal flow

1% of traditional area altered by 
development

That 1% of traditional area was best 
hunting ground and key migration corridor

Traditional area loses value in the eye of 
the beholder much beyond the physical 
impact zone



Cultural impact Cultural impact 
outcomes??outcomes??

Physical degradation of sites and direct loss Physical degradation of sites and direct loss 
of historical/archaeological materialof historical/archaeological material
Spiritual degradation of a site; loss of value Spiritual degradation of a site; loss of value 
in the eyes of the culture holderin the eyes of the culture holder
Loss of relationships to land, direct or Loss of relationships to land, direct or 
indirectindirect
Change in relations between generationsChange in relations between generations
Anomie: Social instability caused by erosion Anomie: Social instability caused by erosion 
of standards and valuesof standards and values



Your Thoughts: Your Thoughts: 
Hurdles to Effective CIA?Hurdles to Effective CIA?

You identified:You identified:
Politicization of EIA Politicization of EIA –– assertion of cultural impacts as a assertion of cultural impacts as a 
negotiation toolnegotiation tool
Internal politics Internal politics –– centralized control of information flows, centralized control of information flows, 
political leadership may not be the most knowledgeable culture political leadership may not be the most knowledgeable culture 
holdersholders
Current lack of quality/Current lack of quality/rigourrigour in CIA from developers in CIA from developers –– ““the bar the bar 
is set pretty lowis set pretty low””
Community lack of capacity and lack of people trained in CIA Community lack of capacity and lack of people trained in CIA 
methods and toolsmethods and tools
Lack of communication between three main parties from the Lack of communication between three main parties from the 
outset of developmentsoutset of developments
Lack of a united team approach to EIA that would embrace Lack of a united team approach to EIA that would embrace 
cultural impact assessment into larger assessment (SILOS)cultural impact assessment into larger assessment (SILOS)
Wrong practitioners: engineers running cultural impact Wrong practitioners: engineers running cultural impact 
assessmentsassessments



Cultural Cultural 
Impact Impact 

AssessmentAssessment



Six Steps of Environmental Six Steps of Environmental 
Impact AssessmentImpact Assessment

DonDon’’t forget; these are iterative steps!t forget; these are iterative steps!

Scoping
Profile

Baseline
Conditions

Impact
Prediction

Evaluate 
Significance

Identify 
Mitigation

Impose 
Mitigation

& Follow-up



Section 2: Scoping and Section 2: Scoping and 
BaselineBaseline
Goals:Goals:
1.1. Identify appropriate elements of culture Identify appropriate elements of culture 

that need to be included in assessment that need to be included in assessment 
and appropriate level of effort for CIAand appropriate level of effort for CIA

2.2. Identify the current status and historic Identify the current status and historic 
trends in those valued components trends in those valued components 

Scoping
Profile

Baseline
Conditions

Impact
Prediction

Evaluate 
Significance

Identify 
Mitigation

Impose 
Mitigation

& Follow-up



At the end of scoping, you should have:At the end of scoping, you should have:

1.1. Determined factors to be considered, inside Determined factors to be considered, inside 
and outside the project and outside the project 

•• Scope of development (including alternatives)Scope of development (including alternatives)
•• Scope of assessment Scope of assessment –– temporal, geographic, temporal, geographic, 

potentially affected groups, cumulative effects potentially affected groups, cumulative effects 
contributorscontributors

•• Scope of issuesScope of issues
2.2. Prioritized issuesPrioritized issues
3.3. Identified major valued cultural componentsIdentified major valued cultural components
4.4. Determined the appropriate level of CIA effortDetermined the appropriate level of CIA effort

Scoping
Profile

Baseline
Conditions

Impact
Prediction

Evaluate 
Significance

Identify 
Mitigation

Impose 
Mitigation

& Follow-up



CIA Hurdles during CIA Hurdles during 
ScopingScoping

Inadequate early work and lack of Inadequate early work and lack of 
identification of the issue early identification of the issue early 
enoughenough
Community engagement styles and Community engagement styles and 
inadequate community involvement inadequate community involvement 
Inadequate scope and scale of CIAInadequate scope and scale of CIA
Physical footprint fetish Physical footprint fetish –– focus on focus on 
““bones and stonesbones and stones”” while ignoring while ignoring 
““nonnon--tangibletangible”” cultural concernscultural concerns
Short timelinesShort timelines



CIA Scoping is aboutCIA Scoping is about……

Context Context –– learning about the cultural learning about the cultural 
situation around the proposed sitesituation around the proposed site
ConsultationConsultation –– doing it early and doing it doing it early and doing it 
right; go to the culture holders themselvesright; go to the culture holders themselves
Common senseCommon sense –– why concern ourselves why concern ourselves 
with language retention in relation to a with language retention in relation to a 
small exploration drilling program?small exploration drilling program?
Case studiesCase studies –– ““lessons learnedlessons learned”” from from 
previous developmentsprevious developments



Inputs to Cultural Impact Inputs to Cultural Impact 
Assessment ScopingAssessment Scoping

Accessing a variety of secondary data sourcesAccessing a variety of secondary data sources
Traditional knowledge Traditional knowledge –– verbal and written testimonyverbal and written testimony
Archaeological databases and existing ethnographiesArchaeological databases and existing ethnographies
Land use plans, withdrawals, proposed protected areas, Land use plans, withdrawals, proposed protected areas, 
traditional trails mapstraditional trails maps
Cultural Landscape assessments and applicationsCultural Landscape assessments and applications
CommunityCommunity--based assessments, goal statements, based assessments, goal statements, 
development plansdevelopment plans

Depending on scale, some primary data collectionDepending on scale, some primary data collection
EldersElders’’ and other community membersand other community members’’ narrativesnarratives
Community meetings, focus groups, surveys, interviews*Community meetings, focus groups, surveys, interviews*

Especially, DIALOGUE!Especially, DIALOGUE!



Early Community Early Community 
EngagementEngagement

DeveloperDeveloper’’s responsibilitys responsibility
SEIA Guidelines (pg. 17SEIA Guidelines (pg. 17--19)19) talks talks 
about in detail with tools and checklistabout in detail with tools and checklist
General guidance is to focus on the General guidance is to focus on the 
word word ““EARLYEARLY””!!
Variety of challengesVariety of challenges
–– E.g. community capacity and willingnessE.g. community capacity and willingness
–– Ethical clearance (state and community)Ethical clearance (state and community)
–– Who to talk to and how!Who to talk to and how!



The CIA Engagement The CIA Engagement 
ContinuumContinuum

Inadequate

Better

Best?



Valued ComponentsValued Components

The attributes of an environment, as The attributes of an environment, as 
defined by scoping, that are determined defined by scoping, that are determined 
to have intrinsic, legal, scientific, socioto have intrinsic, legal, scientific, socio--
cultural, economic or aesthetic valuecultural, economic or aesthetic value
Environment includes the lived Environment includes the lived 
experience (sometimes called the experience (sometimes called the 
human environment) and the human environment) and the 
biophysical surroundings and biophysical surroundings and 
ecosystemsecosystems



Most Common Valued Most Common Valued 
Cultural ComponentsCultural Components

Physical heritage resourcesPhysical heritage resources
Cultural landscapesCultural landscapes
Spiritual placesSpiritual places
Relationships to the land and animalsRelationships to the land and animals
LanguageLanguage
Oral historyOral history
ValuesValues
Methods of cultural transmissionMethods of cultural transmission
InterInter--generational relationshipsgenerational relationships
Traditional economic practicesTraditional economic practices
Traditional movements on the landTraditional movements on the land

THESE ARE THE VALUES PEOPLE TEND TO MOST WANT TO THESE ARE THE VALUES PEOPLE TEND TO MOST WANT TO 
PROTECT!PROTECT!



Potential for Cultural Impacts: Potential for Cultural Impacts: 
Warning signs during scopingWarning signs during scoping

1.1. Proximity to aboriginal traditional lands/travel routesProximity to aboriginal traditional lands/travel routes
2.2. Proximity to proposed protected areasProximity to proposed protected areas
3.3. Known or expected cultural heritage resources in areaKnown or expected cultural heritage resources in area
4.4. Proximity to spiritual sitesProximity to spiritual sites
5.5. Variety of different aboriginal groups using the areaVariety of different aboriginal groups using the area
6.6. Wildlife intensity (esp. key VCs)Wildlife intensity (esp. key VCs)
7.7. Harvesting intensity and other uses of landsHarvesting intensity and other uses of lands
8.8. Unique/rare landscape formsUnique/rare landscape forms
9.9. Import of Import of location(slocation(s) in aboriginal oral histories) in aboriginal oral histories
10.10. Presence of other potential cumulative effects Presence of other potential cumulative effects 

contributorscontributors
11.11. Level of preLevel of pre--existing and new public concernexisting and new public concern
12.12. Sensitivity of potentiallySensitivity of potentially--affected communities to changeaffected communities to change



Your exploration project Your exploration project 
might go to EA ifmight go to EA if……

It is located in a culturally sensitive areaIt is located in a culturally sensitive area
It is located in an area of high habitat value It is located in an area of high habitat value 
for key wildlife species (esp. caribou)for key wildlife species (esp. caribou)
The people in the most likely affected The people in the most likely affected 
communities have expressed concerns communities have expressed concerns 
about projects of this type in the pastabout projects of this type in the past
Other Other EAsEAs have been conducted on have been conducted on 
exploration projects in this vicinity (look at exploration projects in this vicinity (look at 
reasons)reasons)
You donYou don’’t use due diligence in your t use due diligence in your 
consultation programsconsultation programs



DonDon’’t Assume Physical Size= t Assume Physical Size= 
Cultural Impact PotentialCultural Impact Potential

UR Energy 
exploration 
program -
Upper Thelon 
River Basin
•Initial exploration 
drilling
•Small physical 
footprint
•Short timelines
•No new access





UR Energy: UR Energy: 
Initial ScopingInitial Scoping

-focus on caribou migration routes

-focus on tourism opportunities potentially 
foregone



Small Project; Big CIA Small Project; Big CIA 
IssuesIssues

Location, Location, LocationLocation, Location, Location
–– Habitat values (e.g., places important to Habitat values (e.g., places important to 

caribou are important to people, for a variety caribou are important to people, for a variety 
of economic, social and cultural reasons)of economic, social and cultural reasons)

–– Wilderness value to the nonWilderness value to the non--aboriginal aboriginal 
culture(sculture(s) added to the impact potential) added to the impact potential

–– FINALLY, IDENTIFICATION OF THE UPPER FINALLY, IDENTIFICATION OF THE UPPER 
THELON AS THE PLACE THELON AS THE PLACE ““WHERE GOD BEGANWHERE GOD BEGAN””



The The ““Level of CIALevel of CIA”” TestTest

+ Project TypeProject Size Cultural 
Context

+

=

Required Level of CIA Effort &        
Direction of Effort!  



Example Triggers for Example Triggers for 
More CIAMore CIA

Level of stated public concernLevel of stated public concern
Location, location, location!Location, location, location!
–– Location near important cultural sitesLocation near important cultural sites
–– Location near small communitiesLocation near small communities

Size of project Size of project 
Level of possible impact on society, Level of possible impact on society, 
economic structure, or cultureeconomic structure, or culture



As level of CIA Effort As level of CIA Effort 
required risesrequired rises……
A changing level of detail and a wider scope A changing level of detail and a wider scope 
should be attempted in the subsequent CIA:should be attempted in the subsequent CIA:
BASIC (examples only)BASIC (examples only)

Existing data on heritage resources and heritage Existing data on heritage resources and heritage 
resources potentialresources potential

MODERATE (examples only)MODERATE (examples only)
Archaeological studies in the project siteArchaeological studies in the project site
SiteSite--specific heritage resource protection plansspecific heritage resource protection plans

COMPREHENSIVE (examples only)COMPREHENSIVE (examples only)
Incorporation of Traditional Knowledge studies Incorporation of Traditional Knowledge studies 
alongside local and regional archaeological studiesalongside local and regional archaeological studies
Cumulative effects assessment of all reasonably Cumulative effects assessment of all reasonably 
foreseeable developments on heritage resourcesforeseeable developments on heritage resources
Identification of a regional heritage resource protection Identification of a regional heritage resource protection 
planplan



Overcoming Common Overcoming Common 
Scoping ProblemsScoping Problems

““Do Early WorkDo Early Work”” –– developerdeveloper’’s responsibility to s responsibility to 
acclimatize, not the other way aroundacclimatize, not the other way around
Involve communities from the outsetInvolve communities from the outset
Geographic scope not solely dependent on physical Geographic scope not solely dependent on physical 
footprint (size or intensity)footprint (size or intensity)
Be precautionary Be precautionary –– if in doubt, scope it/them inif in doubt, scope it/them in
Determine appropriate scale and scope based on a Determine appropriate scale and scope based on a 
test like the test like the ““SEIA TestSEIA Test”” in the SEIA Guidelinesin the SEIA Guidelines
Use an Use an ““Issues Oriented ApproachIssues Oriented Approach””; consider; consider
–– Issues people affected want to focus on, thatIssues people affected want to focus on, that
–– Are in some feasible way likely to be impacted by a Are in some feasible way likely to be impacted by a 

developmentdevelopment



Scoping
Profile

Baseline
Conditions

Impact
Identification
& Prediction

Identify
Mitigation

Evaluate 
Significance

Impose 
Mitigation

& Follow-up

By end, should be able to By end, should be able to 
accurately/appropriately:accurately/appropriately:

Identify Identify appropriate indicatorsappropriate indicators that can that can 
measure change in measure change in relevantrelevant valued valued 
componentscomponents
Describe SCENARIO A Describe SCENARIO A –– relevant aspects of relevant aspects of 
the existing social, economic and cultural the existing social, economic and cultural 
environments, trends and change factorsenvironments, trends and change factors
Identify how prepared/capable communities Identify how prepared/capable communities 
are for handling different types of changeare for handling different types of change

Profiling Baseline Conditions



Remember!Remember!

TUSTUS
TKTK
Other studies Other studies 

Are all INPUTS Are all INPUTS 
to cultural to cultural 
impact impact 
assessment, assessment, 
not CIA not CIA 
itself!itself!



Assessing Baselines is Assessing Baselines is 
about about ““Taking StockTaking Stock””

Communities are both VULNERABLE and Communities are both VULNERABLE and 
RESILIENT. Strong communities limit their RESILIENT. Strong communities limit their 
vulnerabilities and emphasize their vulnerabilities and emphasize their 
resilience.resilience.
Causes of Resilience = e.g., language, Causes of Resilience = e.g., language, 
culture, relations to land, family, spiritualityculture, relations to land, family, spirituality
Causes of Vulnerability = e.g., rapid Causes of Vulnerability = e.g., rapid 
change, education opportunities, addictionschange, education opportunities, addictions



Accounting for the Weight Accounting for the Weight 
of Recent Historyof Recent History

Take a community that has survivedTake a community that has survived
New economiesNew economies
New education/languageNew education/language
New models of religion and less New models of religion and less 
access to land access to land 
Forced relocations of youthForced relocations of youth
Drug and alcohol epidemicsDrug and alcohol epidemics
Poverty, new diseases and changing Poverty, new diseases and changing 
dietsdiets
Lack of political voice for decadesLack of political voice for decades
Boom and bust periodsBoom and bust periods

Now, add a new mine, a pipeline, or a road. How do 
you assess the impacts?

Photo courtesy of GNWT



Sample Inputs to Cultural Sample Inputs to Cultural 
Baseline ProfilingBaseline Profiling

Value of multiple inputs, both quantitative and Value of multiple inputs, both quantitative and 
qualitativequalitative
Statistical trends Statistical trends –– e.g., land usage, cultural practices, e.g., land usage, cultural practices, 
language uselanguage use
Traditional knowledge/elders narrativesTraditional knowledge/elders narratives
Local knowledge Local knowledge –– verbal and written testimonyverbal and written testimony
Archaeology and anthropology Archaeology and anthropology –– use experts!use experts!
Land use plans, withdrawals, proposed protected areas, Land use plans, withdrawals, proposed protected areas, 
traditional trails mapstraditional trails maps
Cultural Landscape assessment and nominationsCultural Landscape assessment and nominations
CommunityCommunity--based assessments, goal statements, based assessments, goal statements, 
development plans development plans –– WHERE PEOPLE WANT TO BE!WHERE PEOPLE WANT TO BE!



Types of data (existing)  Types of data (existing)  

Quantitative or statistical data on culture Quantitative or statistical data on culture 
Examples include:Examples include:
–– Language retention %Language retention %
–– Harvesting data (economics of what is sold, or Harvesting data (economics of what is sold, or 

self reported)self reported)
–– Reported country or bush food consumption Reported country or bush food consumption 

(proportions) (proportions) 
–– Numbers and types of archaeological sites in Numbers and types of archaeological sites in 

region region 



Concerns with quantitative Concerns with quantitative 
datadata……

Inaccurate (not counting all people) Inaccurate (not counting all people) 
Misrepresents cultural realities Misrepresents cultural realities 
Often based on settler valuesOften based on settler values
Does not reflect oral educational models Does not reflect oral educational models 
Not counting what needs to be counted Not counting what needs to be counted 
(only counting that which can be(only counting that which can be……) ) 
Dysfunction models of cultureDysfunction models of culture



Deficit models in northern Canada Deficit models in northern Canada 

Communities Communities 
characterized characterized 
into discrete into discrete 
variablesvariables
Most indicators Most indicators 
not about not about 
culture at allculture at all
Deficit indicator Deficit indicator 
models models 
predominate predominate 

GNWT (2005)GNWT (2005)

Suicide, disease and injurySuicide, disease and injury
Teen birthTeen birth
Kids in careKids in care
Family violence and crimeFamily violence and crime
Housing Housing 
Alcohol and drugs Alcohol and drugs 
Crime Crime 
Language loss and failure to Language loss and failure to 
use land in ways imagined use land in ways imagined 



Aboriginal Peoples SurveyAboriginal Peoples Survey

Characteristics Characteristics Community Community NWTNWT

% of adults who hunted in the past 12 months % of adults who hunted in the past 12 months 41 41 39 39 

% of those who hunted for food % of those who hunted for food 95 95 96 96 

% of adults who fished in the past 12 months % of adults who fished in the past 12 months 43 43 48 48 

% of those who fished for food % of those who fished for food 95 95 88 88 

% of adults who gathered wild plants (berries, % of adults who gathered wild plants (berries, 
sweet grass, etc.) in the past 12 months sweet grass, etc.) in the past 12 months 41 41 35 35 

% of those who gathered wild plants for % of those who gathered wild plants for 
food food 85 85 89 89 

% of adults who trapped in the past 12 % of adults who trapped in the past 12 
months months 14 14 EE 13 13 

Statistics Canada 2001

http://www12.statcan.ca/english/profil01aps/metadata.cfm?component=1&community=NWT_012&theme=3&comparison=COMP_002&lang=E


CommunityCommunity--Based Based 
AssessmentAssessment

In each communityIn each community……
VulnerabilitiesVulnerabilities and and 
resilienceresilience differdiffer
Goals and priorities differ Goals and priorities differ 

Best practice is Best practice is 
having communities involved having communities involved 
in in determiningdetermining appropriate appropriate 
indicatorsindicators
Independently examining Independently examining 
each community for each community for 
locationlocation--specific impacts, as specific impacts, as 
well as looking at well as looking at 
regional/territorial impactsregional/territorial impacts



TlichoTlicho DeneDene

Gibson (2008)



Choosing methodsChoosing methods……

Clarify question, purposes, roles and ethics Clarify question, purposes, roles and ethics 
in collaboration (participatory methods)in collaboration (participatory methods)
Choose metrics for broad brush of what is Choose metrics for broad brush of what is 
occurring occurring 
–– Statistics may reveal language retention is Statistics may reveal language retention is 

decreasing  decreasing  

Enrich understanding of metrics with Enrich understanding of metrics with 
context context 
–– Qualitative research may enrich the Qualitative research may enrich the 

understanding understanding 



Culture  Culture  
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TangibleTangible

IntangibleIntangible

IntangibleIntangible

IntangibleIntangible

METHODSMETHODS
––Archaeological surveys Archaeological surveys 
––Interviews and Interviews and 
participatory methods participatory methods 
––Tools, site analysis Tools, site analysis 
––Interpretation of use, Interpretation of use, 
eras, and meaning eras, and meaning 



Culture  Culture  
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Cultural Landscapes  Cultural Landscapes  

–– Understanding the Understanding the 
boundaries, locations, boundaries, locations, 
connections of sites connections of sites 
within an area and within an area and 
how a site may how a site may 
impact upon these impact upon these 
connected sitesconnected sites



Methods Methods ToolsTools

MapsMaps
Consent formsConsent forms
Audio recorders Audio recorders 
Camera Camera 
Computer Computer 
(or GPS, GIS, etc.)(or GPS, GIS, etc.)
PhotosPhotos

InterviewsInterviews
Group interviews Group interviews 
Field work Field work 
Communities and Communities and 
researchers in teams researchers in teams 
–– Place names, stories, Place names, stories, 

oral historyoral history

Traditional use studiesTraditional use studies
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Methods Methods Tools Tools 

Photos Photos 
Consent formsConsent forms
Audio recorders Audio recorders 
Camera Camera 
Computer Computer 
(or GPS, GIS, etc.)(or GPS, GIS, etc.)

Ethnography Ethnography 
–– Songs, stories, Songs, stories, 

ceremonies, ceremonies, 
practices, oral practices, oral 
history history 

Traditional Traditional 
knowledge studiesknowledge studies
–– Practices, use, Practices, use, 

applicationsapplications

Elise Liske and Celine Tsetta
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Tools Tools MethodsMethods

Family genealogy Family genealogy 
Photos Photos 
Consent formsConsent forms
Audio recorders Audio recorders 
Camera Camera 
Computer Computer 
Translators Translators 

Ethnography Ethnography 
–– Family histories, Family histories, 

oral history, life oral history, life 
histories, gender histories, gender 
analysis analysis 

LinguisticsLinguistics
–– Linguistic analysis of Linguistic analysis of 

language and language and 
language language 
transmission transmission 



Overcoming Common Problems Overcoming Common Problems 
in Baseline Data Collectionin Baseline Data Collection
Focus on Focus on relevantrelevant valued components and valued components and 
appropriate indicatorsappropriate indicators, meaning, meaning
–– Prioritized by the peoplePrioritized by the people
–– Potentially impacted by the developmentPotentially impacted by the development

Separate local, regional and territorial dataSeparate local, regional and territorial data
Use available secondary data before new studiesUse available secondary data before new studies
Identify trends in key indicators and reasons behind Identify trends in key indicators and reasons behind 
–– may need case study & qualitative researchmay need case study & qualitative research
Make all assumptions clearMake all assumptions clear
DonDon’’t do an t do an ““available data dumpavailable data dump”” –– focus on VCs!focus on VCs!
–– Issues Issues –– oriented approachoriented approach



Section 3: Predicting & Section 3: Predicting & 
Evaluating Cultural Evaluating Cultural 
Impact SignificanceImpact Significance

Scoping
Profile

Baseline
Conditions

Impact
Prediction

Evaluate 
Significance

Identify 
Mitigation

Impose 
Mitigation

& Follow-up



Hurdles to effective cultural Hurdles to effective cultural 
impact identification & predictionimpact identification & prediction

Focus on the tangibleFocus on the tangible
Complexity of causes and difficulty of Complexity of causes and difficulty of 
attribution (especially with cumulative)attribution (especially with cumulative)
Lack of predictive tools: thresholds, land Lack of predictive tools: thresholds, land 
use plansuse plans
Focus on quantitative data (the Focus on quantitative data (the ““whatwhat””) ) 
without delving deeply into the qualitative without delving deeply into the qualitative 
((““whywhy”” the the ““whatwhat”” is happening)is happening)



Tools for Impact Tools for Impact 
PredictionPrediction
Cause Cause –– Effect MatricesEffect Matrices

–– One axis is the development activities (e.g., new One axis is the development activities (e.g., new 
road access) and on the other axis are the value road access) and on the other axis are the value 
cultural components (e.g., protection of heritage cultural components (e.g., protection of heritage 
resources). It is the assessors job to identify resources). It is the assessors job to identify 
possible scenarios where the development possible scenarios where the development 
component may have some impact on the VC.component may have some impact on the VC.

–– These matrices allow for examining the firstThese matrices allow for examining the first--
order cause order cause -- effect relationship between effect relationship between 
development activities and project effect development activities and project effect 
components. Cause components. Cause -- effect matrices can be effect matrices can be 
designed to identify the important development designed to identify the important development 
/environment interactions, as well as the less /environment interactions, as well as the less 
important interactions. important interactions. 



Impact Prediction Matrix Tool Impact Prediction Matrix Tool 
(see Appendix E (see Appendix E -- SEIA Guidelines)SEIA Guidelines)

a matrix style a matrix style 
exerciseexercise

DEVELOPMENT-RELATED COMPONENT

VALUED 
CULTURAL 
COMPONENT

new access 
routes into 
traditional 
territory

Increasing 
engagement in 
wage economy

THINK UP 
YOUR 
OWN!

Protection of 
heritage resources

Traditional forms 
of cultural 
transmission

THINK UP YOUR 
OWN!



Other Tools for Impact Other Tools for Impact 
PredictionPrediction

Map OverlaysMap Overlays
–– Map overlays document the proximity of Map overlays document the proximity of 

sensitive features to a development, sensitive features to a development, 
thereby assisting in the identification of thereby assisting in the identification of 
key issues and potential impacts.  Map key issues and potential impacts.  Map 
overlays may also be used to present overlays may also be used to present 
information on expected effects in order information on expected effects in order 
to define spatial boundaries and/or to to define spatial boundaries and/or to 
identify potential impacts.identify potential impacts.



Other Tools for Impact Other Tools for Impact 
PredictionPrediction

Nominal Group Technique (also, Nominal Group Technique (also, 
Multiple Attribute Analysis) Multiple Attribute Analysis) 
–– The Nominal Group Technique is a sixThe Nominal Group Technique is a six--

step process in which individuals work step process in which individuals work 
independently generating ideas, review independently generating ideas, review 
ideas together as a group, and then ideas together as a group, and then 
through a voting process determine through a voting process determine 
which the best ideas are.  It is useful for which the best ideas are.  It is useful for 
the identification and ranking of key the identification and ranking of key 
issues.  issues.  



Other Tools for Impact Other Tools for Impact 
PredictionPrediction

Hypothesis WorkshopsHypothesis Workshops
–– The purpose of the Impact Hypothesis Workshop The purpose of the Impact Hypothesis Workshop 

is to identify the development activities, the is to identify the development activities, the 
Valued Components affected by the Valued Components affected by the 
development activities, and the linkages that development activities, and the linkages that 
cause the development activities to impact on cause the development activities to impact on 
the Valued Components to create an impact the Valued Components to create an impact 
hypothesis. Facilitators guide the discussion and hypothesis. Facilitators guide the discussion and 
organize the identified impacts and issues into a organize the identified impacts and issues into a 
conceptual model.conceptual model.



Thresholds of Manageable Thresholds of Manageable 
ChangeChange

Communities can set visions, indicator Communities can set visions, indicator 
status goals (e.g., 80% speaking aboriginal status goals (e.g., 80% speaking aboriginal 
language at home)language at home)
Cumulative effects monitoring programs are Cumulative effects monitoring programs are 
meant to identify such thresholds at a meant to identify such thresholds at a 
cumulative, regional levelcumulative, regional level
Land use plans tell us what level of Land use plans tell us what level of 
development is acceptable geographicallydevelopment is acceptable geographically
–– E.g., E.g., DehDeh Cho Cumulative Effects Cho Cumulative Effects 

Indicators, Thresholds and Limits of Indicators, Thresholds and Limits of 
Acceptable ChangeAcceptable Change



Evaluating SignificanceEvaluating Significance
Scoping

Profile
Baseline

Conditions

Impact
Prediction

Identify
Mitigation

Evaluate 
Significance

Impose 
Mitigation

& Follow-up

Consider impact
•Nature
•Magnitude
•Trade offs
•Manageability
•Duration
•Attribution
•Geographic distribution
•Likelihood
•Impact Equity
•Public Concern
•Cumulative impact loading



CIA significance determinationCIA significance determination

Net Gains or other measures of sustainability Net Gains or other measures of sustainability 
assessment currently not often among factors assessment currently not often among factors 
used in significance determinationsused in significance determinations
SEIA GuidelinesSEIA Guidelines do list additional considerations:do list additional considerations:
–– Sensitivity to change: e.g., ability of a group to Sensitivity to change: e.g., ability of a group to 

manage change and absorb shockmanage change and absorb shock
–– Comparison to thresholds of manageable Comparison to thresholds of manageable 

change/absorption capacity change/absorption capacity 
–– Cumulative considerations (i.e., does this development Cumulative considerations (i.e., does this development 

push a prepush a pre--existing impact existing impact ““across the lineacross the line””?)?)
–– Trade offs between beneficial and adverse impacts Trade offs between beneficial and adverse impacts ––

are they tolerable? Is there are they tolerable? Is there ““capital transformationcapital transformation””??



Case Study: Case Study: KemessKemess NorthNorth

Mine proposal in northern Mine proposal in northern 
British Columbia, CanadaBritish Columbia, Canada

Joint Review Panel review Joint Review Panel review 
under CEAA and BC under CEAA and BC 
Environment Environment 
Recommended rejection; Recommended rejection; 
government accepted the government accepted the 
decision in March 2008decision in March 2008
Used five sustainability Used five sustainability 
assessment perspectives assessment perspectives 
as a decision framework as a decision framework ––
found that benefits do not found that benefits do not 
outweigh costsoutweigh costs



KemessKemess North Panel:North Panel:
Five Sustainability PerspectivesFive Sustainability Perspectives

1.1. Environmental StewardshipEnvironmental Stewardship
2.2. Economic Benefits and CostsEconomic Benefits and Costs
3.3. Social and Cultural Benefits and Social and Cultural Benefits and 

CostsCosts
4.4. Fairness in the Distribution of Fairness in the Distribution of 

Benefits and CostsBenefits and Costs
5.5. Present versus Future GenerationsPresent versus Future Generations



Sustainability Assessment: Sustainability Assessment: 
Lessons from Lessons from KemessKemess North?North?

Consider futures foregoneConsider futures foregone
Cultural impact is but one element of an overall decisionCultural impact is but one element of an overall decision
Cultural values cannot be ignoredCultural values cannot be ignored
Incorporate Incorporate ““publicpublic”” values, but with a values, but with a ““proximity proximity 
prioritypriority””
Uncertainty invites precautionUncertainty invites precaution
Set impact assessment timelines as long as necessary; Set impact assessment timelines as long as necessary; 
longlong--term credibility of management system keyterm credibility of management system key
Impact equity (Impact equity (““winnerswinners”” and and ““loserslosers””) assessment key) assessment key
DeveloperDeveloper’’s responsibility to show net gains, not other s responsibility to show net gains, not other 
partiesparties’’ proving significant adverse impactproving significant adverse impact



Significance Deliberation Tool: Significance Deliberation Tool: 
Seven Questions to SustainabilitySeven Questions to Sustainability

Projects can be considered sustainable if…

• Engagement processes work

• People’s well-being is maintained

• Environmental integrity ensured over time

• Project is economically viable, local 
economy and beyond will benefit

• Traditional and non-market activities are 
protected

• Monitoring is in place to ensure prediction 
accuracy, and to adaptively manage 
unexpected outcomes.

• Overall assessment estimates net gains

MMSD North America (2002)



Key Issue: SubjectivityKey Issue: Subjectivity

Hard to predict how people will react Hard to predict how people will react 
sometimessometimes
Evidence in CIA can often be oral and Evidence in CIA can often be oral and 
““anecdotalanecdotal””: is one person: is one person’’s views enough?s views enough?
In the end, all determinations of significance In the end, all determinations of significance 
are subjective and value basedare subjective and value based
Key words Key words –– proactive, preventative, proactive, preventative, 
precautionaryprecautionary



New 
Shoshoni 
Ventures

Significance Case 
Study: Northwest 

Territories, 
Canada



Just a Small Drilling Just a Small Drilling 
Program?Program?

22--5 hole diamond drilling 5 hole diamond drilling 
program; initial deposit program; initial deposit 
delineationdelineation
Two aboriginal communities Two aboriginal communities 
within 20km within 20km 
Area used by harvesters; Area used by harvesters; 
activity unlikely to be impactedactivity unlikely to be impacted
1010--15 workers required 15 workers required 
seasonally for three yearsseasonally for three years
No significant adverse impactsNo significant adverse impacts??



Cultural Cultural 
SignificanceSignificance

Significance is defined by values Significance is defined by values –– what we what we ““thinkthink”” is is 
importantimportant
Review Board weighs the thoughts of the people who Review Board weighs the thoughts of the people who 
frequent an area very heavilyfrequent an area very heavily
The only time Review Board has ever recommended The only time Review Board has ever recommended 
rejection was on the basis of cultural significance rejection was on the basis of cultural significance 
Cultural landscapes can lose value even if they are Cultural landscapes can lose value even if they are 
not heavily not heavily ““impactedimpacted”” in a physical sensein a physical sense



Elements of Cultural Elements of Cultural 
Impact SignificanceImpact Significance

Level and breadth of public concernLevel and breadth of public concern
Multiplicity of uses of an areaMultiplicity of uses of an area
Number of groups using (or valuing) an Number of groups using (or valuing) an 
areaarea
Evidence of use on the ground (current and Evidence of use on the ground (current and 
historic)historic)
Presence and importance (centrality) in Presence and importance (centrality) in 
stories, place namesstories, place names
Sensitivity to change (physical and emotive)Sensitivity to change (physical and emotive)
Singularity (is it one of many similar Singularity (is it one of many similar 
important places, or important places, or ““the onethe one””, , ““the refugethe refuge””))



Exercise: Exercise: 
Defining Significance Defining Significance 

For each prediction, you tell usFor each prediction, you tell us……
1.1. Whether the impact is significantWhether the impact is significant
2.2. Why it is significantWhy it is significant
3.3. What additional information you What additional information you 

would need to bolster your would need to bolster your 
confidence in your significance confidence in your significance 
determinationdetermination



1) High1) High probability of an average probability of an average 
30% drop30% drop in time spent on the land in time spent on the land 
for the next for the next 5 years5 years

Not significantNot significant if of short duration and if it is if of short duration and if it is 
reversible afterwards (info lacking)reversible afterwards (info lacking)
SignificantSignificant if community relies heavily on country if community relies heavily on country 
food and if there is no replacement nutrition (e.g., if food and if there is no replacement nutrition (e.g., if 
the drop in time spent on the land is due to ecological the drop in time spent on the land is due to ecological 
degradation), and if there are likely structural impacts degradation), and if there are likely structural impacts 
on society that cannot be reversed easily afterwardson society that cannot be reversed easily afterwards
More significant if people spend time on the land as More significant if people spend time on the land as 
an economic as well as cultural activity an economic as well as cultural activity –– dual dual 
purpose activities higher valuedpurpose activities higher valued
Need to know which demographic is spending less Need to know which demographic is spending less 
time on the land and why, and their role in cultural time on the land and why, and their role in cultural 
transmission (maybe only men aged 30transmission (maybe only men aged 30--50 are 50 are 
spending less time on the land and elders are still spending less time on the land and elders are still 
able to pass on knowledge to youth)able to pass on knowledge to youth)

FINDINGS



2) High2) High probability of destruction of probability of destruction of 
1% of known aboriginal grave 1% of known aboriginal grave 
sites in project areasites in project area, , required for required for 
development to proceed, development to proceed, irreversibleirreversible

Significance in this case will run the gamut from Significance in this case will run the gamut from 
highly significant (no go highly significant (no go –– abhorrent to disturb abhorrent to disturb 
graves) to medium significance (take care and have graves) to medium significance (take care and have 
respect in moving bodies) based on the cultural respect in moving bodies) based on the cultural 
contextcontext
Additional info required:Additional info required:
–– What is the meaning of death and burial for affected culture What is the meaning of death and burial for affected culture 

group?group?
–– Whose bodies are they? Linked to current culture?Whose bodies are they? Linked to current culture?
–– Anecdotal support for prediction of probability of destruction Anecdotal support for prediction of probability of destruction 

(e.g., oral or archaeological evidence)(e.g., oral or archaeological evidence)
Mitigation options includeMitigation options include
–– A cultural heritage management planA cultural heritage management plan
–– A full archaeological survey in the area prior to developmentA full archaeological survey in the area prior to development

FINDINGS



3) 20% chance3) 20% chance of decreased of decreased 
aboriginal language use in the aboriginal language use in the 
regionregion, , might be reducedmight be reduced by cultural by cultural 
language retention programslanguage retention programs

Moderate significance because of importance of the VC, but may Moderate significance because of importance of the VC, but may 
be highly significant locally in small remote, high % aboriginalbe highly significant locally in small remote, high % aboriginal
communities, need to protect most vulnerable communities, need to protect most vulnerable poppop’’nsns
Import of VC key because of multiple uses:Import of VC key because of multiple uses:
–– Language key to identityLanguage key to identity
–– Language key to cultural and historical transmissionLanguage key to cultural and historical transmission
–– Language key familial and interLanguage key familial and inter--generational tie generational tie 

Cumulative concerns led calls for further info:Cumulative concerns led calls for further info:
–– Current health of language (is it already failing?)Current health of language (is it already failing?)
–– Number of proposed developments; tipping point?Number of proposed developments; tipping point?
–– WHY are they losing their language retention/ what other factorsWHY are they losing their language retention/ what other factors in in 

play than the proposed development?play than the proposed development?
–– What are the proposed language retention programs?What are the proposed language retention programs?
–– Is language retention a priority for this community (ask each!)?Is language retention a priority for this community (ask each!)?

Interestingly, this group identified BENEFITS too: bilingualism,Interestingly, this group identified BENEFITS too: bilingualism,
access to access to educeduc’’nn, better communication skills with settler society, better communication skills with settler society

FINDINGS



By the end, should have

•A list of commitments, contractual agreements, and 
other mitigation defined 
•A spectrum of responses to potential impacts, in an 
adaptive management system

Scoping
Profile

Baseline
Conditions

Impact
Prediction

Evaluate 
Significance

Identify 
Mitigation

Impose 
Mitigation

& Follow-up

Section 4: Identifying &  
Implementing Responses 

to Cultural Impacts



Mitigation Needs to Focus Mitigation Needs to Focus 
on Triggers and Pathwayson Triggers and Pathways

Mitigation should focus on altering triggers Mitigation should focus on altering triggers 
(development components) and/or enhancing (development components) and/or enhancing 
vulnerable valued components so that it has the vulnerable valued components so that it has the 
resilience to handle expected changeresilience to handle expected change
–– Eliminating road access from site to countryEliminating road access from site to country
–– Increasing investment into cultural maintenance Increasing investment into cultural maintenance 

programs in remote communities programs in remote communities 

Effective mitigation priority is elimination, Effective mitigation priority is elimination, 
minimization is a control strategy, & minimization is a control strategy, & 
compensation a last resortcompensation a last resort



Mitigation Acceptability Mitigation Acceptability 
Flow ChartFlow Chart

Identified
Impact

Yes,
adequate

No,
inadequate

No, 
inadequate

Yes, 
adequate

Avoid/
Eliminate No

Yes

Reduce/
Minimize No

Yes

Replace/
Compensate

Pass Net 
Gains Test

Starting on the left in order of priority, 
ask whether currently proposed 
mitigation will ________ the impact.



Cultural Mitigation from Cultural Mitigation from 
EIA ProcessEIA Process

Generally Generally ““landland--focusedfocused””
Examples:Examples:
–– Commitments to cultural heritage protection Commitments to cultural heritage protection 

measures with involvement of localsmeasures with involvement of locals
–– PrePre--development local or regional development local or regional 

archaeological/TK/TUS studiesarchaeological/TK/TUS studies
–– SiteSite--specific specific ““no gono go”” zoneszones

Culture still land based and GO vs. NOCulture still land based and GO vs. NO--GO GO 
in emphasisin emphasis
The missing ingredient is often The missing ingredient is often 
IMAGINATIONIMAGINATION



Mitigation may require:Mitigation may require:
Informed guidance of Informed guidance of 
communities communities 
Developing measures Developing measures 
in accordance with in accordance with 
relevant national relevant national 
guides or international guides or international 
standardsstandards

Photo courtesy of Diavik Diamond Mines 
Incorporated (2001)



Mitigation types include:Mitigation types include:
Agreements Agreements 
Policies Policies 
Rotation schedulesRotation schedules
Food Food 
Programs Programs 
–– Counseling Counseling 
–– Money management Money management 
–– CrossCross--cultural trainingcultural training

Facilities Facilities 
Recreation Recreation 
Naming Naming 



Mine Culture

Community CultureFactory model 

Written

Protestant

Work ethic 

Production oriented 

Multicultural 

Safety 

Male 

Machine 

Security 

Event based

Subsistence lifestyle

Country foods 

Influence of religion 

Ethnicity 

Kinship mode 

Original inhabitants 

Rules of behaviour

Gender based roles 

Oral

Language 

Common Values 

Stewardship

Respect

Equality

Competing Cultural Values at 
Worksite?



Levels of workplace Levels of workplace 
cultural accommodation cultural accommodation 

1.1. No acknowledgement of mine as cultural siteNo acknowledgement of mine as cultural site
2.2. Minor adjustments in food, inclusion of crossMinor adjustments in food, inclusion of cross--

cultural programcultural program
3.3. Support worker with programs, engage community Support worker with programs, engage community 

in project planning (TK)in project planning (TK)
4.4. Major site shifts of programs, policies, facilities, Major site shifts of programs, policies, facilities, 

food, naming, recreation, and extension of services food, naming, recreation, and extension of services 
to families to families 

5.5. Community and mine based engagement on all Community and mine based engagement on all 
elements with capacity building and culture elements with capacity building and culture 
enhancing activities as key focusenhancing activities as key focus

““Ask not how the development can change the culture, Ask not how the development can change the culture, 
but how culture can change the developmentbut how culture can change the development””!!



Potential benefits of Potential benefits of 
negotiated agreementsnegotiated agreements

If legally binding, can make mitigative and positive measures If legally binding, can make mitigative and positive measures 
‘‘stickstick’’..

Can last for the whole of project life, and so provide basis foCan last for the whole of project life, and so provide basis for r 
ongoing response;ongoing response;

Can provide an ongoing flow of resources to support Can provide an ongoing flow of resources to support 
initiatives;  initiatives;  

Can include provision for review and so adapt to changing Can include provision for review and so adapt to changing 
circumstances;circumstances;

As negotiation can include anything agreed by the parties, can As negotiation can include anything agreed by the parties, can 
focus on focus on ‘‘culture in generalculture in general’’ rather than just rather than just ‘‘cultural heritagecultural heritage’’, , 
e.g. Argyle mene.g. Argyle men’’s and womens and women’’s s ‘‘culture businessculture business’’ funds.  funds.  

Basis for developing ongoing relationships with Basis for developing ongoing relationships with 
proponent/regulators.proponent/regulators.



Criteria for Evaluating Cultural Criteria for Evaluating Cultural 
Heritage Provisions of AgreementsHeritage Provisions of Agreements

‘‘Levels of ProtectionLevels of Protection’’

11 Sites or areas of significance may be damaged or Sites or areas of significance may be damaged or 
destroyed with no reference to Aboriginal people.destroyed with no reference to Aboriginal people.

22 Sites or areas of significance may be damaged Sites or areas of significance may be damaged 
or destroyed, only mitigation possible. or destroyed, only mitigation possible. 

33 Damage must be Damage must be ‘‘minimisedminimised’’, consistent with , consistent with 
commercial requirementscommercial requirements

44 DamageDamage must be avoided, except where must be avoided, except where 
incompatible with project proceeding.incompatible with project proceeding.

55 UUnqualified requirement to avoid damage.nqualified requirement to avoid damage.



Criteria for Evaluating Cultural Criteria for Evaluating Cultural 
Heritage Provisions of AgreementsHeritage Provisions of Agreements

‘‘Means to Ensure ProtectionMeans to Ensure Protection’’

1.1. Aboriginal control of site clearance and heritage Aboriginal control of site clearance and heritage 
management processesmanagement processes

2.2. Financial and other resources Financial and other resources 
3.3. Explicit protection of Aboriginal cultural knowledge Explicit protection of Aboriginal cultural knowledge 
4.4. Measures to enhance an Aboriginal communityMeasures to enhance an Aboriginal community’’s s 

internal capacityinternal capacity
5.5. ‘‘Stop workStop work’’ provisions. provisions. 
6.6. Measures to reinforce Measures to reinforce systemsystem of cultural heritage of cultural heritage 

protection protection 



Effective Mitigation ToolsEffective Mitigation Tools

You identified:You identified:
Changing processes within corporations (e.g., Changing processes within corporations (e.g., 
embracing CSR or the embracing CSR or the ““Good Good NeighbourNeighbour”” mentality)mentality)
Developing communityDeveloping community--based monitoring bodiesbased monitoring bodies
Engage NGOEngage NGO’’s in participatory watchdog capacitiess in participatory watchdog capacities
Build resilience from within through community Build resilience from within through community 
development activities and programming development activities and programming 
partnershipspartnerships
Transparency: InterTransparency: Inter--community sharing of community sharing of 
EIA/CIA/IBA data; no hoarding of EIA/CIA/IBA data; no hoarding of ““lessons learnedlessons learned””
from other experiencesfrom other experiences



Overcoming Common Overcoming Common 
Problems in MitigationProblems in Mitigation

More severe the impact, greater mitigation priorityMore severe the impact, greater mitigation priority
Focus on mitigating adverse impacts before Focus on mitigating adverse impacts before 
enhancing benefits enhancing benefits 
Prioritize eliminating causal factors or pathways of Prioritize eliminating causal factors or pathways of 
impacts (change development component or bolster impacts (change development component or bolster 
peoplepeople’’s capacity to manage)s capacity to manage)
Include follow up and monitoring requirements in Include follow up and monitoring requirements in 
mitigationmitigation
Key question is not Key question is not ““why mitigate?why mitigate?””, but , but ““why not?why not?””
Address uncertainty with scenarios Address uncertainty with scenarios –– a spectrum of a spectrum of 
mitigation responsesmitigation responses
Greater effort at proactive mitigation earlier in Greater effort at proactive mitigation earlier in 
process process –– avoiding the avoiding the ““Mitigation ChickenMitigation Chicken”” gamegame



Scoping
Profile

Baseline
Conditions

Impact
Identification
& Prediction

Identify
Mitigation

Evaluate 
Significance

Impose 
Mitigation

& Follow-up

Good followGood follow--up and up and 
monitoring requires:monitoring requires:
Public reporting and Public reporting and 
involvementinvolvement
Thresholds of manageable Thresholds of manageable 
changechange
Adaptive management Adaptive management 
Adequate funding and Adequate funding and 
mandatemandate

FollowFollow--up and Monitoringup and Monitoring



Implementation Implementation –– Making Making 
things happenthings happen

Agreements must provide:Agreements must provide:

Resources for implementation Resources for implementation –– money and money and 
people with required skills. people with required skills. 
Clear and precise goals. Clear and precise goals. 
Clear commitments about who will be Clear commitments about who will be 
responsible for doing what, and when they will responsible for doing what, and when they will 
do it.do it.
Penalties and incentives to make sure that Penalties and incentives to make sure that 
commitments will continue to be fulfilled over commitments will continue to be fulfilled over 
the long term.the long term.

O'Faircheallaigh, C. (2003) Implementing Agreements between Indigenous
People and Resource Developers in Australia and Canada, Aboriginal
Politics and Public Sector Management Research Paper No 12, Griffith
University, Brisbane, 2003.
http://www.griffith.edu.au/business/griffith-business-school/pdf/research-

paper-2003-implementing-agreements.pdf

http://www.griffith.edu.au/business/griffith-business-school/pdf/research-paper-2003-implementing-agreements.pdf
http://www.griffith.edu.au/business/griffith-business-school/pdf/research-paper-2003-implementing-agreements.pdf


Implementation Implementation –– Making Making 
things happenthings happen
Agreements must provide:Agreements must provide:

Information gathering and monitoring  to Information gathering and monitoring  to 
check on progress towards goals. check on progress towards goals. 
Structures such as subStructures such as sub--committees to look committees to look 
after major issues. Must include senior after major issues. Must include senior 
people with authority in area.people with authority in area.
Provisions for regular review and Provisions for regular review and 
amendment of agreement to fix any amendment of agreement to fix any 
problems and modify goals. problems and modify goals. 

O’Faircheallaigh (2003) cont.



Section 5: What have Section 5: What have 
we learned?we learned?

““I JUST DONI JUST DON’’T KNOW HOW YOU UNRAVEL T KNOW HOW YOU UNRAVEL 
THE COMPLEXITYTHE COMPLEXITY””

–– Jim Martin, Jim Martin, TlichoTlicho Community Services Community Services 
AgencyAgency

WHERE DO YOU START TO UNRAVEL THE WHERE DO YOU START TO UNRAVEL THE 
COMPLEXITY OF CULTURAL IMPACTS?COMPLEXITY OF CULTURAL IMPACTS?



Start Here:Start Here:
Use an Use an ““Issues oriented approachIssues oriented approach””
Scale of development is not a trump card; there is Scale of development is not a trump card; there is 
no no sitesite without a without a situationsituation
People matter; people on the ground matter mostPeople matter; people on the ground matter most
Want cultural information? Go to the source EARLYWant cultural information? Go to the source EARLY
Gather multiple qual. and quant. evidence sourcesGather multiple qual. and quant. evidence sources
Consider multiple scenarios of changeConsider multiple scenarios of change
Significance is culturally defined; embrace this factSignificance is culturally defined; embrace this fact
Focus on mitigating triggers and pathways!Focus on mitigating triggers and pathways!
Look for proactive, precautionary mitigation within Look for proactive, precautionary mitigation within 
an adaptive management system; get past an adaptive management system; get past ““Go vs. Go vs. 
NoNo--GoGo”” perceptionperception



Community ToolsCommunity Tools

Local and Regional Development PlansLocal and Regional Development Plans
Land Use PlanningLand Use Planning
Traditional Traditional and local and local KnowledgeKnowledge
Consultation ProtocolsConsultation Protocols
CommunityCommunity--driven CIA Research and driven CIA Research and 
Appropriate Indicators (e.g., Appropriate Indicators (e.g., LutselLutsel KK’’ee))
Dialogue with other communities previously Dialogue with other communities previously 
affected by similar development or analysis affected by similar development or analysis 
of case studiesof case studies
Risk communication Risk communication 



Things that can determine Things that can determine 
the quality of a CIAthe quality of a CIA
Corporate buy inCorporate buy in…… early!early!
Nature of EIA governance systemNature of EIA governance system
Community capacity and willingness to Community capacity and willingness to 
engageengage
Level of selfLevel of self--determination among aboriginal determination among aboriginal 
groupsgroups
Expertise of consultantsExpertise of consultants
Availability and use of case studiesAvailability and use of case studies
Relations between groupsRelations between groups
Who is empowered to conduct the CIAWho is empowered to conduct the CIA
Legal provisions/Legal provisions/””hammershammers””



Raising the Bar for CIARaising the Bar for CIA
Increasing role for communities, service Increasing role for communities, service 
providers, providers, govgov’’tt
Linkage of development components to potential Linkage of development components to potential 
impactsimpacts
Better use of Better use of ““Lessons LearnedLessons Learned””, case studies, case studies
Better mixture of available qualitative and Better mixture of available qualitative and 
quantitative toolsquantitative tools
Use of Use of relevant relevant Valued Components and linked Valued Components and linked 
appropriateappropriate indicatorsindicators
Use of qualified experts working Use of qualified experts working withwith
communitiescommunities



12 Principles of Good CIA12 Principles of Good CIA

1.1. Match scale and focus of CIA to Match scale and focus of CIA to 
development and cultural contextdevelopment and cultural context

2.2. Make eliminating/minimizing adverse Make eliminating/minimizing adverse 
impacts the priorityimpacts the priority

3.3. Use precautionary principleUse precautionary principle
4.4. Use Use ““issues oriented approachissues oriented approach””
5.5. Engage potentially affected groups Engage potentially affected groups 
6.6. Look forward, but use past insightsLook forward, but use past insights



12 Principles of Good CIA 12 Principles of Good CIA 
(cont.)(cont.)

7.7. Evaluate Evaluate ““who wins and loseswho wins and loses”” –– impact equityimpact equity
8.8. Use social scientists & rigorous methodsUse social scientists & rigorous methods
9.9. Mine secondary data before undertaking Mine secondary data before undertaking 

primary researchprimary research
10.10. Use appropriate measuring sticksUse appropriate measuring sticks
11.11. Balance what the data shows with what people Balance what the data shows with what people 

tell youtell you
12.12. Build followBuild follow--up and monitoring into mitigationup and monitoring into mitigation



“The real voyage of discovery lies not in 
finding new landscapes, but in having new eyes”.
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